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Grupa Hoteli WAM Sp. z o. o.

Grupa Hoteli WAM ‐ We are a dynamic developing network of 18 Hotels located in 17 cities of Poland. Our strongest point is years of
experience and knowledge – thanks to what we are able to fulfill our mission

Hotel BELWEDERSKI *** Warszawa
Bordering Warsaw largest park – the Lazienki Park, this 3‐star
hotel is located in the city`s business district and offers guests
comfortable accommodation in a quiet setting.
Functional guest and conference rooms, as well as friendly
service, await you at the Belwederski. Explore Poland’s capital
during the day and, in the evening, treat yourself to a hearty
meal at the hotel restaurant.
The friendly reception staff is at your service 24 hours per day,
ensuring you a hassle‐free stay. Unwind in the comfort of your
room and watch satellite TV. If you wish, you can listen to the
radio while making use of the wireless
internet

ul. Sulkiewicza 11, 00‐758 WARSZAWA
phone+48 22 840 40 11, email: belwederski@hotelewam.pl

Rooms
Number of places available
Number of rooms
Single rooms standard
Double rooms standard
Studio
Suites
TV‐Sat, radio, Wi‐Fi, refrigerator, telephone,
hair‐drier

Hotel BLIZA** Wejherowo
Bliza Hotel is situated in a very centre of the city, surrounded
by forests in the middle of recreation area. There are bus and
railway stations, tennis court, golf course and the indoor
swimming‐pool. The Hotel gives the opportunity for
comfortable stay for individual clients as well as tourist
groups. There are events and integration parties organized by
the Hotel.
Bliza Hotel has a passenger car parking with 19 places. In
front of the parking, there is a driveway with a place for a
bus.

85
53
270 zł
320 zł
350 zł
490 zł

os. Przyjaźni 1, 84‐200 WEJHEROWO
phone+48 58 672 10 87, email: bliza@hotelewam.pl

Rosom
Number of places available

126

Number of rooms

73

Single rooms standard

130 zł

Double rooms standard

180 zł

Suites

290 zł

Comfortable beds, TV‐sat, radio, refrigerator
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Hotel DEDAL ** Malborku

ul. Gen. De Gaulle’a 5, 82‐200 MALBORK
Phone +48 55 272 31 37, email: dedal@hotelewam.pl

Dedal Hotel is situated just 1 km from the very centre of the
city. At the Guests disposal are 128 beds in 83 rooms, 2
conference rooms and the restaurant. There is a possibility to
have the trip to Malbork sightseeing organized.
In the Hotel there is also a massage cabinet. Our Guests can
use the cable free Internet access.
The Hotel has a parking for 60 cars and there is also a
possibility to enter it by bus.

Rosom
Number of places available

128

Number of rooms

83

Single rooms

140 zł

Double rooms

200 zł

Suites

305 zł

Comfortable beds, TV‐sat, telephone

Hotel HETMAN *** Rzeszów

ul. Langiewicza 29 B, 35‐085 RZESZÓW
phone+48 17 850 71 91, email: hetman@hotelewam.pl

Hetman*** is a new hotel, situated in the centre of Rzeszow, in
a silent and peaceful area. By abolishing the architecture
barriers, the Hotel is adapted for Guest with physical disability:
drives brought to the pavement by the main entrance,
elevator, broad corridors, room with adjusted bathroom.
The Hotel offers rooms with king size beds (110cm
x 230cm) what was appreciated by many sportsmen: among
others by Poland women's and men's National Volleyball
Team.

Rosom
Number of places available
109
Number of rooms
60
Single rooms standard
210 zł
Single rooms business
240 zł
Double rooms standard
250 zł
Double rooms business
290 zł
Suites
420 zł
TV‐Sat, radio, Wi‐Fi, refrigerator, hair‐drier,
kitchen in some rooms
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Hotel HUZAR *** Lublin

ul. Spadochroniarzy 7, 20‐043 LUBLIN
phone+48 81 533 05 36, email: huzar@hotelewam.pl

Huzar Hotel in Lublin is located in the central and at the same
time peaceful part of the city. It offers its Guests spacious, light
and comfortable rooms. Each room is equipped with TV‐Sat,
telephone, tee/coffee service with a cordless kettle, working
and leisure corner and Internet connection. In chosen rooms
there is air conditioning, refrigerator and hair‐drier.
By the Hotel there is a large car park and garden with a place
for grill parties.

Rosom
Overall quantity of places

160

Number of rooms

100

Single rooms

190 zł

Double rooms

260 zł

Studio

390 zł

Suites

500 zł

TV‐Sat, radio, telephone, WI‐FI, kettle, in chosen rooms:
refrigerator, air conditioning, hair‐drier, coffee service

Hotel IKAR *** In Poznań

ul. Kościuszki 118, 61‐717 POZAŃ
phone+48 61 658 71 05, email: ikar@hotelewam.pl

Ikar Hotel is a 3 star hotel situated in the very centre of Poznan.
There is historic and picturesque Old Market Square and the
International Poznan Fairs close by. This is an ideal location for
those on a business trip as well as for tourists looking forward
to sightseeing. In the Hotel there are restaurant, drink bar and
the summer terrace
In front of the Hotel there is a car park with 120 places. There is
a possibility for a bus to enter.

Rooms
Overall quantity of places

231

Number of rooms

144

Single rooms

250 zł

Double rooms

360 zł

Studio

410 zł

TV‐Sat, radio, Internet LAN, refrigerator,
air conditioning in 43 rooms
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Hotel ISKRA *** In Radom
Iskra Hotel is Radom's longest hotel in business. Situated in
the centre of the city, yet far from main roads, the Hotel
guarantees excellent conditions for leisure and work. The
Hotel prepared for its Guests 100 beds in 50 single, double,
triple rooms and 2 studios.
By the Hotel there is a parking for 15 cars

ul. Planty 4 , 26‐600 RADOM
phone+48 48 363 87 45, email: iskra@hotelewam.pl

Rooms
Overall quantity of places

100

Number of rooms

50

Single rooms

140 zł

Double rooms

200 zł

Triple rooms

255 zł

Studio

270 zł

TV‐Sat, radio, Wi‐Fi, refrigerator, hair‐drier,
in some rooms: kitchen corner

Hotel KAPITAN * Szczecin
Kapitan Hotel is located near the city centre, in the
neighborhood of: the Royal Gate (Brama Portowa), bus and
railway stations, just 10 km away from the border. There are
42 rooms prepared for the Guests – single, double, and 2
suites. All together, the Hotel holds 72 places.
In front of the Hotel there is a parking for 15 cars.

ul. Narutowicza 17 D, 70‐240 SZCZECIN
phone+48 91 434 33 62, email: kapitan@hotelewam.pl

Rooms
Overall quantity of places

42

Number of rooms

72

Single rooms

160 zł

Double rooms

190 zł

Suites

250 zł

wygodne łóżka, TV kablowa, radio, WI‐FI
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Hotel KOPERNIK ** Toruń

ul. Wola Zamkowa 16, 87‐100 TORUŃ
phone+48 56 659 73 33, email: kopernik@hotelewam.pl

Kopernik Hotel is situated in a very centre of Torun, not far from
picturesque historic Old City inscribed at the UNESCO list. The
Hotel offers its Guests comfortably arranged standard rooms
and studios equipped with TV, telephone, Internet access, kettle
and hair‐drier. The overall number of places provided rounds to
190. In the Hotel there is a conference room with the standard
accessories.
The Hotel has a parking for 60 cars at the disposal. There is a
possibility to enter by bus.

Rooms
Overall quantity of places

190

Number of rooms

56

Single rooms

170 zł

Double rooms

200 zł

pokoje typu studio

300 zł

TV‐sat, radio, Wi‐FI, telephone, air conditioning, hair‐drier,
cordless kettle

Hotel MAZOWIECKI * Warszawa

ul. Mazowiecka 10, 00‐048 WARSZAWA
phone+48 22 827 23 65, email: mazowiecki@hotelewam.pl

Mazowiecki Hotel is tourist class hotel situated in the very
centre of Warsaw. Its location in the vicinity of Krakowskie
Przedmieście, Old City, Saski Garden makes it a very attractive
place. In the Hotel there are 15 rooms with bathrooms and 41
rooms with wash‐basin. The Hotel has 90 places at the disposal
of its Guests
The Hotel is famous for an excellent restaurant, which is a
destination not only for Hotel's Guest but also other tourists
and citizens of Warsaw.

Rooms
Overall quantity of places

90

Number of rooms

56

Single rooms

240 zł

Double rooms

280 zł

Single rooms tourist (with wash‐basin

160 zł

Double rooms tourist (with wash‐basin)

200 zł

Comfortable beds, cable TV, radio, WI‐FI, telephone
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Hotel NA SKARPIE ** Olsztyn
Na Skarpie Hotel is situated in a peaceful area, 10 minutes on
foot from the city centre. The Hotel is located in a modern
building and offers 82 cosy rooms and suites with bathroom
and free Internet access. All together there are 142
accommodation places. At the Guests disposal there are 3
conference rooms with standard equipment.
The Hotel has also guarded car park for 35 passenger cars.
Buses can enter.

ul. Gietkowska 6A, 10‐170 OLSZTYN
phone+48 89 526 92 11, email: naskarpie@hotelewam.pl

Rooms
Overall quantity of places

142

Number of rooms

82

Single rooms

160 zł

Double rooms

190 zł

Studio

220 zł

Suites

350 zł

Comfortable beds, TV‐SAT, radio, WI‐FI

Hotel NEPTUN *** in Gdynia
Neptun Hotel is fully adjusted for Guests traveling on business
and tourists as well. It is located in city centre, not far away
from Kościuszki Square. Close by there are main shopping
streets of Gdynia.
The Hotel has 21 rooms with comfortable beds, TV‐Sat,
telephone, refrigerator, Internet access and hair‐drier in
bathroom at disposal. All together, the Hotel provides 39
accommodation places.
In the Hotel there is also a restaurant, sauna and a business
room. On request, the Hotel organizes integration parties.

ul. Jana z Kolna 8, 81‐351 GDYNIA
phone+48 58 712 13 12, email: neptun@hotelewam.pl

Rooms
Overall quantity of places

39

Number of rooms

21

Single rooms

260 zł

Double rooms

320 zł

Suites

480 zł

TV‐Sat, radio, telephone, Wi‐Fi, refrigerator, hair‐drier,
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Hotel REYMONT *** in Łódź
Reymont Hotel is situated in the centre of the city. This stylish
building offers accommodation in comfortable conditions and
complex conference and gastronomy services. Air‐
conditioned, excellent equipped conference rooms are a
guarantee of successful training or meetings. Additionally,
the Hotel provides fitness room, massage room and billiards.
There is also a possibility to visit a hairdresser.
By the hotel there is a parking for 25 cars.

ul. Legionów 81, 91‐072 ŁÓDŹ
phone+48 42 633 80 23, email: reymont@hotelewam.pl

Rooms
Overall quantity of places

125

Number of rooms

73

Single rooms

195 zł

Double rooms

270 zł

Suites

380 zł

Comfortable beds, TV‐SAT, radio, WI‐FI, refrigerator

Hotel ROYAL *** in Krakow
In 2009 the Royal Hotel prepared for the Guests 48 places in
20 rooms of business standards. Elegant, stylish and modern
interior of the Hotel is perfect for work and for rest in
comfortable conditions.
There are 2 complex equipped conference rooms for 15 and
25 attendees on the same floor. It is an ideal place for
business meetings, management trainings, negotiations etc.
Wireless free Internet access in the Hotel guarantees
constant link to business partners, family and friends.
As the Hotel is situated in a very heart of Krakow Old City in a
direct neighborhood of the most famous city attraction –
Royal Wawel Castle, it gives the opportunity to spend a
moment on contemplation or relax at the Market Square.

ul. św. Gertrudy 26‐29, 31‐048 KRAKÓW
phone+48 12 421 35 00, email: royal@hotelewam.pl

Pokoje
Overall quantity of places

197

Number of rooms

98

Single rooms

270 zł

Single rooms LUX

290 zł

Double rooms

390 zł

Double rooms LUX

400 zł

Studio

490 zł

Studio LUX

570 zł

Suites

650 zł

TV‐Sat, radio, Wi‐Fi, refrigerator, hair‐drier,
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Hotel RYCERSKI *** in Szczecin
The intimate Rycerski Hotel is situated in the centre of
Szczecin, not far from Railway Station and 10 km from
German border. In this stylish Hotel there are 27 comfortable
single and double rooms and 3 suites.

ul. Potulicka 1A, 70‐230 SZCZECIN
phone+48 91 814 66 01, email: rycerski@hotelewam.pl

Rooms
Overall quantity of places

56

The Hotel invites also to the sauna and excellent restaurant
majoring in Polish cuisine.

Number of rooms

30

Single rooms

250 zł

By the Hotel there is a guarded car park with 30 places.

Double rooms

290 zł

Studio

430 zł

Suites

430 zł

TV‐Sat, radio, Wi‐Fi, telephone

Hotel WIENIAWA ** in Wrocław
Wieniawa Hotel is situated in a very centre of Wroclaw. At
the disposal of its Guests there are 248 accommodation
places in single, double, studio rooms and a suit with
bathrooms, TV‐Sat, telephone and Internet access.
There is a restaurant, drink bar, beauty salon and hair‐dresser
at the Hotel.
The Wieniawa Hotel has also a guarded parking.

ul. Gajowicka 130, 53‐322 WROCŁAW
phone+48 71 780 90 00, email: wieniawa@hotelewam.pl

Rosom
Overall quantity of places

248

Number of rooms

142

Single rooms

170 zł

Double rooms

220 zł

Studio

290 zł

Suites

430 zł

wygodne łóżka, telefon, TV‐SAT, radio, WI‐FI
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ZAMEK CZOCHA Sucha

Sucha, 59‐820 LEŚNA
phone+48 75 721 11 85, email: zamekczocha@hotelewam.pl

The medieval Czoch Castle is one of the most beautiful
monuments in the Lower Silesia. It has been prized with the
title of Lower Silesia Pearl in 2008. It is opened to visitors and
in the same time it is a unique place for leisure and rest (the
Hotel offers 143 accommodation places).
The Czoch Castle is a excellent place for organizing trainings,
conferences, shows and exhibitions, banquets, weddings (4
historic, fully equipped conference rooms) bar, moat, Knight's
Veranda, Gloriette, Castle grounds.
At the courtyard, there is a parking for 60 cars.

Rooms
Overall quantity of places

116

Number of rooms

47

Single rooms

180 zł

Double rooms

330 zł

Single rooms extra

230 zł

Double rooms extra

380 zł

Suites

490 zł

The Duke`s Chamber

900 zł

TV‐SAT, Wi‐Fi

CASSUBIA In Hel

ul. Boczna 11, 84‐150 HEL
phone+48 58 675 74 69, email: cassubia@hotelewam.pl

Cassubia is the economy class dorm‐hotel, situated close to
harbor and Hel's main street.
There are 128 accommodation places available for Guests in
64 economy rooms (double with a wash‐basin). Some of
rooms are with showers.

Rooms

The Hotel guarantees piece and comfort, and for those who
seek challenges – organized are sea fishing trips and shooting
trainings.
There is a possibility to rent a bike in the Hotel.

Overall quantity of places

128

Number of rooms

64

Double rooms standard

150 zł

Economy double rooms (without a bathroom)

90 zł

Comfortable beds, TV

INFOLINE: bok@hotelewam.pl , + 48 12 618 40 32
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